
POLICE DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL
Holiday Homework

Class I

Dear children
The long awaited summer vacatiort is here. Summer is a time to relax, be productive, playing
for longer hours with friends and exploring new'places. As important as it is to rest and enjoy,
it is also important to continue to learn. To enhance your learning, we have planned some
activities to keep your skills sharp and concepts clear.

Relax, enjoy, have loads of fun and come back refreshed.

English
1. Read and enjoy any two storybooks; such as:

i) Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
ii) Cindrella
iii) The Elves and the Shoemaker
iv) The Gingerbread Man
v) Little Red Riding Hood ' 
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vi) Rapunzel

vii) Panchtantra
or any other interesting story.

a) Prepare any one story for narration in the class using props like face masks, hand puppet,
flash cards etc. Take help of your parents to make simple props.

b) Write down the new words learnt while reading the story book(s) with their meaning in the
Vocabulary List given in the school diary ( Pg no - 5 ). Also use these words in your
daily conversation.

2. Read news headlines under parentalguidance.
3. Watch English movies like Home Alone, Frozen, Finding Nemo, Zootopia etc. and converse

in English at home.
4. Vocabulary Hanging - Cut an A3 size cotoured ivory sheet into any big geometricallhape.

Write a minimum 10 letter word on it; for e'.g. -SOMETHING and illustrate it. Now make as
many small words as you can from the letters of the big word. For e.g. - hint, time, ten,
etc.

Write ea'ch word on small decorative cut-outs of any shapes from another cotoured 43 size
thick sheet. Attach these cut-outs with the cut-out of the big word using the Satin Ribbon.
You can use your creativity to make a Vocabulary Hanging attractive.
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5. Recipe Time - Banana Split lce-cream ( with your Mother's help )

lngredients:
L. L scoop of Vanilla ice-cream

2. 1 sccop of Strawberry ice-cream
3. 1 ripe banana

4. Some nuts

5. Chocolate Syrup ( Hershey's )

Method: Wear your cheff cap and Apron. Cut a banana in half length wise and lay it in the

dish. Put scoops of Vanilla and Strawberry ice-cream served in a row between the split

banana. Garnish it with crushed nuts and chocoJate syrup. Enjoy your banana treat. Don't

forget to click pictures. Paste them on A3 size sheet and write the ingredients and recipe and

get it laminated.

Maths
1. Learn and write tables from 2-5.

2. Learn and write number names.

3. Practice 1 digit addition and subtraction sums.

4. Create any scene by using as many geometrical shapes as you can on 43 size sheet and get

it laminated to be used as a table mat in your class during lunch time.

EVS

1. Collect, paste and label 5 different pieces of cloth material which we use in our daily life in
your Project Book.

2. Make a Bird Bath. Look for a flat container and place it on the balcony slab or outside your

your home with some pebbles in it. Pour some fresh water in it everyday for the birds,

squirrels etc. to drink water from it. Click pictures of your activity. Don't forget to include

yourself in the picture. Write few lines on what you observed.
3. Go for a Morning Walk with your parents / grandparents and enjoy nature.

4. Find your old toys to donate.
5. Draw and colour Summer fruits and vegetables in a basket that you ate during Summer

vacations. ( Do it at the backside of the same 43 size sheet on which the scene out of
geometrical shapes has to be created so that it can be used as a reversible table mat.)
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Art
Make a stick ice-cream. ( Material : Coloured 44 size ivory sheet, Glitter and pom-pom for
decoration )

Note - !

1, Completed homework should be submitted
Friday i.e. July 19, 2019.

2 No need to go to the professionals . Just
homework.

to the respective class teacher by

help your ward to complete the holiday
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Have a fun-fi lled vacation !!
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